
 
Mython is a Berlin-based Techno producer and DJ.
His sound is driven to the horizons of dark, heavy
hitting and sweady basement techno. Hypnotic

patterns and hard-hitting kick drums are essential
characteristics of his signature.

 
 His nights will take you to the gritty underground

vibes of techno, pushing the crowd  professorship
of perfect symbiosis between melancholy and pure

energy. In 2020 Mython founded ‘Out Rage
Records’ to spread his forward-thinking musical

message, played and danced in the most and by the
most emblematic names in the industry

 
 

Book MYTHON

MYTHON
Out Rage Records, FLASH Recordings

Berlin, DE

https://pointcollective.agency/artists/mython/


MYTHON

Food

Drinks

◇ Any style of nice comfortable restaurant

◇ Vegetarian 

◇  Fruits and Vegetarian Snacks on set

◇ 3 x bottles of still water 

◇ 2 x bottles of cold Beer (Pilsener) 

Out Rage Records, FLASH Recordings

Berlin, DE

◇ If at the event there aren't any monitor

speakers, or they are not working correctly,

meaning they are suffering from feedback /

delay and/or distortions and no replacement

can be found, artist will NOT preform

◇ Soundcheck will be required no later than

two hours before the beginning of the event

◇ Monitor power must be derived from a

power source other than that of the

housesystem during the performance

◇ Absolutely NO direct spotlight on the artist.

The artist prefers dim atmosphere with light

on mixer only

F L I G H T S
◇  Luggage : 1 x personal item 

+ Carry-on (10kg) 

◇ Seating: Window

◇ Airline: Flexible 

◇  Departure city: Berlin, DE

H O T E L
◇  Hotel: 4 * minimum 

◇ Airbnb: Yes 

◇ Bedroom: Superior double room  

◇ Preference: Near venue or

 city centre

◇ One (1) Allen & Heath Xone 92/96 mixer for

the own use of the Artist only

◇Three (3) Pioneer CDJ-2000 Nexus/Nexus 2

or CDJ 3000, linked with LAN cable placed left

and right on the outer side of the setup

◇One (1) movable input EU socketfor 220

volts (Type F)

◇Two (2) high quality monitor speakers placed

left and right of the Artist at shoulder height

or above

◇The artist must be able to control the

monitor level from the DJ- mixer (monitors

connected to the DJ- mixer)
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